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NOT DRESSED WITH SOMEWHERE TO BE
Submission: ok the overall vibe here is i genuinely dont really like any of them rn 
i think i look really nice in halter necks but the halter polkadot one is a little beach cover up-y. I’m 
having a hard time trying to balance that this dress is NOT a beach cover up, stock sundress, or 
wedding reception dress. It feels like so many are either too formal or not enough. anyway id love 
to hear your thoughts. im still looking. 

Response: Sorry you’re still looking for a graduation dress. Since I don’t know what’s in your 
heart, I will not look for other options, just give input on what you provided me. End of the day, 
you’ll look sunkissed and spruce as walk across that stage!

I’m going to echo what you said. So 
beachy. You’re not graduating on East 

Quad. Maybe if you give up on your last 
sem and buff your arms out, the muscles 
might distract from the 60’s-ness of it? 

This is probably the most wedding-y dress 
you sent me. It’s not bad, but you’re also 
not receiving your diploma at a California 

desert wedding. 

This is a fun one. I like it. I think those sleeves help 
take away from a beach vibe and there's no chance 

you'd look bridal. Unless you wore a veil, then may-
be 80’s bride appropriation? Final thoughts, I think 
this is a solid option, or at the very least strong back 

up choice. 
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My recommendation: Now this is a fun, fun, fun dress. 
Even though this isn't a halter neck, I think the asym-
metrical cut is a good substitute. Also, the waistband 

being on a diagonal helps it be less bridal and more fun. 

PLASTIC SUCKS!!!

- Griffin Conley,
Not Endorsed by Kleinfeld

Can’t put grass 

in aluminum!


